Benefits of care support from Wellthy

- **A skilled care professional dedicated to you**
  Your Care Coordinator will get to know your care story beginning to end. They'll identify priorities, design a personalized plan, tackle administrative tasks, and act as an advocate on your behalf.

- **Guidance from experts who know the care industry**
  Wellthy Care Coordinators are backed by specialized teams who are experts across every variable of care — from insurance to in-home care to mental health and beyond.

- **Family meetings, simplified**
  Keep siblings, relatives, neighbors, and anyone involved in care situation in the loop with streamlined communication — one email thread, one central channel, one voice of reason.

- **Help with immediate needs, or support for the long run**
  Create your account and open a Care Project to begin getting dedicated help now, or start by using the digital tools within the Care Dashboard so everything is set up for when you need it.

- **Everything you need, all in one place**
  The Care Dashboard keeps your information safe and accessible. Maintain all of your contacts, keep up with doctor appointments, track tasks, and store important documents.

- **A community of caregivers who can relate to what you're going through**
  Wellthy Community is a peer-to-peer space for family caregivers to find support, share experiences, and exchange knowledge across a range of care topics.